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Page 120 However, the effect of PACS on work practice changes in radiology departments is not entirely clear. The objective of this study is to systematically review the literature to understand the effect of PACS on the workflow of its users.
THE IMPACT OF PACS (PICTURE ARCHIVING AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM) ON HOSPITAL WORKFLOW: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Methods:
We systematically searched all English papers on evaluation studies of PACS published in the last 25 years, starting in 1990. We searched PubMed and Science Direct databases for relevant papers with three groups of key terms. The first group consisted of terms related to evaluation, the second group related to PACS, and the third group related to workflow. To capture studies about the evaluation of PACS, the key terms were used in the following two-step process: 1) key terms in each group were combined by the operator "OR"; 2) groups A, B, and C were combined using the operator "AND". Two reviewers independently reviewed and assessed titles and abstracts of the resulting papers against predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Full-text articles were retrieved and examined to identify final eligible studies. Results: In this study, 10 out of 121 retrieved articles (PubMed = 74 and Science Direct = 47) met our inclusion criteria and were reviewed by the authors. Eight studies reported positive effects of PACS on workflow. The way that articles addressed the workflow in seven studies measured aspects of time associated with the introduction of PACS: namely, the availability of images, the time a physician took to review an image, reduction in reporting time, time to access images, and searching time of images. Three other studies addressed the workflow by measuring satisfaction, cost, and human savings.
Conclusion:
The results of this study showed that PACS can improve hospital workflow by reducing the time of reviewing, accessing, searching, and reporting medical images and improving the efficiency of work practice. Based on the results, it is suggested that further studies are necessary to address efficacy of PACS as well as impact of PACS on users' satisfaction, cost, and human savings. KEYWORDS: PACS, picture archiving and communication systems, Workflow, Work practice, Efficiency
